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you have been very much supportive of renunciation. now please help me to understand the meaning of renunciation.
please tell me how to achieve this noble goal. i am keeping you in my prayers. please help me in this regard. yours

devotee, saralee i appreciate your sharing these wonderful books.for those who have books on skanda purana in sanskrit,
kindly send me your address and i will be happy to make a free gift of one of the books as a token of my gratitude for your
work. hi nalini i would like to ask for an update on the book skanda purana oriya pdf download. this book is a priceless book
it is written by a great scholar he has made a nice job in presenting the complete skanda purana to the common man. but i

have one concern that why this work is never available in the online. i myself have downloaded the complete 10 books
which is available. i have to comment that its a great work. fantastic,this is a very excellent pdf download. thanks

webadmin. yes i have study srimad bhagvatam as a part of my past life and reading it when i was a young boy. it gave a lot
of insight and enlightened me to the paths and philosophy of true vaishnavism. all of you must study it. i have recently

bought a good audio presentation of it from national book trust,anandashram. we have translated it into english,and also
we have made audio cd available to listen it. it is also being translated into english and is available free of cost. in this book
you will get to know the lord,all hisincarnations,his pastimes and the spiritual lineage of chaitanya mahaprabhu.you will get

to know the bhakti movement of our forefathers and its philosophy.if you have not heard about chaitanya yet,you will be
surprised to hear about him,he is still waiting to be recognized by everyone.so,when you have time,please go through the

book and you will be surprised with many newly discovered facts and information.if you want to know how bhakti
movement started,how bhakti is related to various religions and its present day importance,this book is for you. you may

also read and learn about sandipan order. please try and translate the book into your language and publish it in your
website. let this material reach to as many people as possible.
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sanskrit grammar and format is quite hard to understand. the
grammar is quite difficult. but it would certainly be easier than
chinese! it is usually easier to understand the philosophical and

theological nuances by reading translations. yet, it is good to grasp
the texts in their original form too. very fortunately, translations are

readily available in the web. i am still trying to understand the
complex scriptural formulations of karman and dharma and that's

why i am not able to comment on your question. it is certainly
important to understand the puran texts in their original form though.

i could understand the fact that a student of sanskrit would not be
able to read the texts in the original form. i am also aware of the fact
that the indic languages were quite different from classical greek and
latin. you could have read translations in your youth and might have
forgotten about the knowledge. there are many sanskritists who have
forgotten what sanskrit meant during their younger years because of

the inadequate translations they were exposed to. how much time
you have spent in sanskrit reading? you should also be aware of the
time, skill and effort to study a text correctly. there was a time when

sanskrit was believed to be the mother of all languages and all
indians were required to have a good knowledge of sanskrit. with the

decline of sanskrit in education, i am not sure how much english
knowledge a student is expected to have. you are right when you say

that indic languages are not easy to understand. at least for my
personal experience, i find it easier to understand sanskrit and hindi
than tamil and telugu. i can understand sanskrit sentences, but i do
not know how to read them unless there is a translation. i am aware
of the fact that indic languages were different from greek and latin.
sanskrit was the language of the scriptures before these languages
became popular, and that is why it is mostly referred to as a mother

of all languages. 5ec8ef588b
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